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The Brewers Forum bringing together Europe’s brewers is back for a
second round.
June 3 and 4, 2019 in Antwerp.
After a successful inauguration last June, the Brewers of Europe Forum aims to go even further for its second
edition. 2018 proved to be yet another fruitful year for the European beer sector. The new generation
continues to impress with its creative ideas while the largest breweries aim to invest and promote the
qualities of good European beer. Such an undeniable expansion could only warrant another event dedicated
to bringing plenty of professionals into the spotlight.
Once again, the Forum is open to anyone involved in, or with an interest in, the brewing sector in Europe, bringing
together brewers of all sizes and helping to create a real community. Embracing the present and promoting the
latest trends while keeping an eye on the future of the sector will make the core of the gathering once more.
This year, the Forum will be held in Antwerp: a vibrant and modern city with an artsy twist that will certainly
conquer the heart of both the speakers and attendees. Technical tours and site visits to Antwerps’ vibrant
brewery scene are part of the program.
In 2019 the Forum will be organised together with the 37th European Brewery Convention Congress. From
developing worldwide used methods for modern quality control procedures in beer, brewing and its raw
materials, the EBC shares knowledge among the best research groups and brewmasters from every corner in the
world.
Europe’s passion for tasty, creative and high-quality beer didn’t decrease last year. Far from it. The European
Renaissance seems unstoppable as last year another 1000 breweries opened to show their burning love to the
beverage that brings us all together. It is with the intent to further strengthen the bonds within the community
that the Brewers Forum welcomes various professionals to talk about their expertise and share tips for experts
and newcomers alike.
The Brewers Forum is bringing the world of brewing together with brewmasters, brewery owners, sector
executives and everyone in between for debate and discussion about the future of beer. Multiple exhibitors will
be part of the event as well as a mean to showcase both their products and experience within the sector.
As traditional beer-producing countries continues to thrive, and newcomers intensify their place in the sector,
the Brewers Forum aims to become the new reference as far as beer-related conventions go. Such an objective
cannot be achieved without the help of a strong and dedicated community, relying on mutual-aid to expand into
something even better.
For further information, please contact:
Jan de Grave, Communications Director, The Brewers of Europe  +32 495583070  jdg@brewersofeurope.org
Luc de Raedemaeker, Director Becomev  +32 477474407  luc.deraedemaeker@becomev.com

Visit our website: http://brewersforum.eu
Follow us on Facebook and Twiter : https://www.facebook.com/Brewersforum/ - https://twitter.com/ForumBoe

